The COCHUSA National Evangelism Fund: Local Church Grant Committee (NEF:LCGC) Reports to the COCHUSA National Convention through the NCE&MB.

ADMINISTRATION RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NEF:LCGC & NCE&MB is as follows:

A. “CLEARANCE” The NEF:LCGC will receive, review and approve all applications for this grant. All approved Applications will be verified and confirmed by the NCE&MB to be in “GOOD STANDING” & Current on all loans made by the NCE&MB. This clearance is to confirm that the local church is not delinquent on any loan payments to the NCE&MB.

B. “CONSULTING” The NCE&MB (CHAIRMAN) is to provide timely feedback to the NEF:LCGC (CHAIRMAN) on clearance & good standing of NCE&MB loans, to prevent delays in issuing approved Grant funds to Local Churches within the 30-day funding goal for approved applications.

C. “COMMUNICATION” – Reporting: The NEF:LCGC will make periodic reports to the COCHUSA President, National Executive Board, and Parent Body as a complementary report of the NCE&MB Report. This report would be a sub-section of or attachment to the NCE&MB periodic report. This report along with the NCE&MB report will give the National Church a prospective on the National Evangelism effort in total, as we monitor our progress in achieving our National Strategic Goals.

D. “FINANCIAL PROCESS” – FUNDING & ADMINISTRATION: The earmarked funds for the NEF:LCG will be administered at this time through the National COCHUSA Checking Account. After applications are approved and the Clearance and Consulting process is complete the NEF:LCGC Chairman, will request grant funds to be disbursed by the National Treasurer & Financial Secretary. The check for the Grant will be made payable to the Local Church approved for the Grant.
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